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JTS Learning and the
Achievement of Balance
A Message From the Chancellor
Dear JTS Alumni:
One of my greatest pleasures as I travel on behalf of JTS is encountering
alumni who proudly approach me with stories of their experience as
students at JTS, some recently and some long ago, and whom I observe
doing inspiring work in their schools, synagogues, and communities. They
usually offer, without my having to ask, memories of particular faculty
members who have shaped their careers and indeed their lives. And when
I follow with questions about what they have been doing lately, what issues
stand before them, what obstacles they and their institutions face, I know I can count on a mixture of
the honesty, learning, good sense, and dedication to the cause that have long been hallmarks of JTS
and still are today. I thank them for what they shared and what they are doing, and try to fill them in,
even briefly, on what JTS has accomplished lately, what challenges we face, and how they—you—
can help us meet them.

All of us at JTS draw on the
institution’s long experience in
embracing change while keeping
it in balance with aspects of
our learning and practice that
must not change, lest we lose
ourselves and our tradition.

As you know, we are about to embark on a major
project to bring our facilities in line with JTS’s new
mission as a center of inquiry, conversation, and
inspiration for Conservative Judaism and the Jewish
community as a whole. These are the attributes that
drew me to JTS, and I know that they attract many
faculty members, students, and staff as well. Inquiry,
conversation, and inspiration help us to embrace
change and respect tradition—help all of us at JTS,
from the List College students whose conversation about Torah is enriched by classes in diverse
fields at Columbia or Barnard, to education students at The Davidson School who work to keep
pace with educational technologies and approaches that seem to change every year, to faculty and
grad students reading and contributing to a Jewish Studies field that has grown exponentially since I
entered it in the 1970s, to rabbinical and cantorial students wrestling with developments in American
Jewish life that are both exciting and alarming—and certainly to those of us in JTS administration
who navigate all this plus the fast-changing landscape of higher education. All of us at JTS draw on
the institution’s long experience in embracing change while keeping it in balance with aspects of our
learning and practice that must not change, lest we lose ourselves and our tradition. These are the
conversations that animate and enliven our classes, hallways, and cafeteria. These are the discussions
that bring hundreds of people from all corners of our society, Jews and non-Jews, through our doors
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JTS Learning and the Achievement of Balance
(continued)

every year: artists and musicians; physicians and attorneys; clergy of all faiths; and ethicists of
multiple persuasions.
I want to highlight one public conversation that took place at JTS recently: a panel on the subject
of “The American Jewish Conversation about Israel.” It featured J. J. Goldberg, editor-at-large
of the Forward, who has been teaching an acclaimed course at JTS this semester on the IsraeliPalestinian conflict; Jonathan Tobin, senior online editor and political blogger at Commentary
magazine; and our alumna Rabbi Melissa Weintraub (RS ’06), cofounder and codirector of
Resetting the Table at the Jewish Council on Public Affairs and long an expert on conducting
difficult dialogues. Their conversation was lively, informed, and civil—what we want, and often
do not find, these days in our synagogues and other organizations. Jews on all sides of debate
about Israel care deeply about its future, and see that future imperiled by enemies within and
without. Many fear that dissent from Israeli government policy or actions—not only on the peace
process, but in other areas such as policy toward conversion, or civil marriage and divorce, or the
treatment of North African migrants to Israel—provides aid and comfort to Israel’s enemies, and
therefore should not take place, in public or in private, the line between those two being blurred
these days. Others—among whom I include myself—respect that fear but do not want to see
American Jews, particularly students and emerging adults, alienated and silenced by the message
that free thought about Israel, however judiciously and responsibly offered, however informed
by knowledge of Israel’s history and situation, is not welcome and should not be tolerated in
any communal forum. I encourage you to weigh in on this debate (for example, by responding
to my January 15, 2015, blog post, “Speaking to and About Israel”). Still more important, I urge
you to advance the cause of informed, honest, and civil conversation about Israel in your own
community whenever the opportunity arises. When American Jews are asked some version of
the question “How much do you care about Israel?” only about 30 percent say “a lot,” and almost
an equal number say “not at all.” We can’t allow this situation to continue, let alone get worse, lest
the world’s two most important Jewish communities grow further and further apart.
You know that JTS has always invested heavily in the future of Israel, and in the engagement with
Israel—and knowledge about Israel—of the students we train to be Jewish leaders. We have been
pioneers in the field of Israel education, and are the recipients of generous grants from New York
UJA-Federation and others to help our students learn how to transmit their own knowledge of
and passion for Israel to the communities they lead. I am proud of this record of accomplishment
and determined to carry it forward. Your suggestions would be most welcome.

Arnold M. Eisen
Chancellor
The Jewish Theological Seminary
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I urge you to advance the
cause of informed, honest,
and civil conversation
about Israel in your own
community, whenever the
opportunity arises.

Follow Chancellor
Arnold M. Eisen at
blog.jtsa.edu/chancellor-eisen
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Top Execs Installed This Year
at the JCC Association and Avodah
Are JTS Alumni
The epitome of Jewish community leadership and service that are core values of a JTS education,
two alumni—both 45 years old—earlier this year took top executive positions in well-known Jewish
community organizations. Here Dr. Stephen Hazan Arnoff and Cheryl Cook discuss their past
work experience, their new jobs, and how their time at JTS helped prepare them.

Dr. Stephen Hazan Arnoff
(GS ’11)

President and Chief Executive Officer
The Jewish Community Centers (JCC) Association
The JCC Association is the leadership organization for almost 350 JCCs, YM-YWHAs, and
day and overnight camps throughout North America, employing more than 25,000 people
annually and serving more than two million people. Stephen describes his role as chief convener,
providing oversight of activities that include program development, fundraising, and thought
leadership.
He succeeds Allan Finkelstein, who held the position for more than two decades and announced
last year that he would be retiring. JCC Association Chair Stephen P. Seiden said the search
committee recommended Hazan Arnoff, and the board unanimously approved his hiring,
because “he is a high-impact leader at the intersection of the mainstream and cutting edge.”

Dr. Stephen Hazan Arnoff (GS ’11)

Stephen comes to the job from the new (founded in 2013), small (94 students enrolled) Shalem
College in Jerusalem, the first liberal arts college in Israel, where he was director of the Office
of Culture, Community, and Society. Previously he was executive director of the 14th Street Y
in Manhattan, where he initiated innovative programs such as LABA: A Laboratory of Jewish
Culture. He was also on the leadership team of the Makor-Steinhardt Center of the 92nd Street
Y in Manhattan.
Stephen earned his bachelor’s degree, magna cum laude, in Near Eastern and Judaic Studies at
Brandeis University and worked as a musician internationally before coming to JTS to earn a
DHL in Midrash and Scriptural Interpretation. He was a Wexner Graduate Fellow (2000–04); a
Mandel Jerusalem Fellow (2005–07); and, at NYU School of Law, a Tikvah Scholar (2012–13),
during which he researched a book about ancient myth, religion, and rock and roll.
He writes for the Huffington Post and on his own blog, Talkin’ Hava Nagilah Blues.
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Dr. Stephen Hazan Arnoff
(continued)

I have for years aimed to be convener
and translator of creativity and change
for the legacies of Jewish communal
infrastructure.

Read more
alumni stories at
www.jtsa.edu/Alumni

Moving from a small and recently established college to the large
reach and long history of the JCC Association seems quite a
switch. What attracted you to the new position? What challenges
will it pose for you, and how do you expect to meet them?

How has your experience with JTS—educationally and as an alum—
influenced your career, both generally and specifically, in your
current position?
I liked being in a program where spiritual leaders, educators, and
academics overlapped continually. That’s been important to how I see
leadership as a collaborative, communal landscape.

Since transitioning from music to Jewish communal leadership,
I have primarily worked in the JCC field, which has offered me
endless opportunities to explore program, management, cultural, and
educational opportunities. When the opportunity arose to take on
executive leadership as the chief convener of JCCs—even with all I
enjoyed at Shalem College—it was a career shift I could not pass up.

In what ways have your Midrash and Scriptural Interpretation
concentration at JTS and your knowledge of music informed each
other and your leadership roles?
The dialectical, wildly creative but deeply traditional way that midrash
makes meaning amongst past, present, and future is basically the
methodology I strive to fulfill in my Jewish communal leadership. It’s
core to all I do at work.

Every organization faces challenges of balance—what is the right
scale of operations, how to balance traditional roles with innovation;
what is the fiscal structure, particularly philanthropically; what is the
deepest and most sustainable institutional purpose. These questions
have fascinated me wherever I have been. JCC Association presents
an incredible landscape for being of use to the Jewish people and the
world as these issues and many more evolve.

’’Why did you choose JTS for your doctorate?
I did not want to be limited to a strictly academic career. Professor Burt
Visotzky said this made sense to him as long as I was willing to enter
into the academic approach fully while working with him. I only applied
to JTS because Burt was clearly the rare top-tier academic who speaks
the language of communal leadership.

How do you understand the search committee’s desire for a thought
leader and its feeling that it found that in you? What are your goals
for the JCC Association?
I have for years aimed to be convener and translator of creativity and
change for the legacies of Jewish communal infrastructure. I think
this resonated for the committee. I like to manage, to raise money for
causes that matter, to collaborate, to foster a generative institutional
culture—this must have made sense to the group as well.

Please tell me about one or two highlights of your time at JTS,
whether during your time as a student or your involvement as an
alum.
Working with Burt was an incredible experience, especially during the
portions of the program when we discovered new opportunities to
explore methods of explaining midrash together. There were many
moments of insight that blew me away during the MA, and then we
spent years together trying to make sense of them.

Our goal is to provide maximum value of people, programs, planning,
and purpose to the largest network of Jewish organizations serving
more people than any network outside of the State of Israel. That’s the
JCC Movement. We want to help shape the essence of the Jewish
public square and to empower it towards a pluralistic, proudly Jewish,
creative vision that brings people to learn, connect, and grow.

I really enjoyed teaching in the Talmud and Rabbinics department after
completing my MA.

Continue reading on the website
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Cheryl Cook
(GS ’95)

Executive Director
AVODAH: The Jewish Service Corps
Cheryl Cook is only the third executive director of Avodah since its founding in 1998. In that
time, more than 700 people have lived for a year in Avodah communal housing in several cities
while they worked full-time jobs in community service and together developed their skills in
leadership and service. Their placements are in fields such as housing, healthcare, education, and
the fight against hunger, performing assignments ranging from case management to teaching
to advocacy to community organizing. Through this model, Avodah has served 340,000 people
living in poverty. Seventy-five percent of its Service Corps alumni continue to work full time in
the social justice sector. And last year, Avodah established a fellowship in New York City—its first
new program since its founding—that will provide leadership and community-building skills to
early-career antipoverty professionals who haven’t been part of the Service Corps.

Cheryl Cook (GS ’95)

My greatest memories are
Shabbat dinner or late-night
conversations with friends at
the lounge in Goldsmith or in
someone’s living room. I regularly
bump into my friends and
classmates from JTS because
they are now community leaders
and thought leaders around the
country.

Cheryl has 25 years of experience as a leader in Jewish communal organizations. Most recently,
she was chief operating officer of the Jewish environmental organization Hazon for nine years,
helping it grow by roughly a factor of 10 in both staff and budget. Previously she was director
of development for the Jewish Education Service of North America (JESNA), responsible for
a campaign of $5.5 million. She has also been assistant director of the New York Office for New
Israel Fund, director of community and membership development at Makor, and director of the
Tri-Colleges Hillel at Swarthmore, Bryn Mawr, and Haverford.
She did her undergraduate work at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, earning a BA in
History with a minor in Jewish Studies and spending her junior year abroad at Hebrew University
in Jerusalem. In the Dual-Degree program at JTS and Columbia, she earned her MA in Jewish
Studies and her master’s in Social Work.
What were you doing in the two or three years immediately before your studies at JTS?
When I finished college, I spent a semester interning at the Jewish Federation of Metro Detroit
(where I grew up) and then went to Israel for the spring / summer, where I did a variety of
volunteer jobs, including working with Ethiopian immigrant children to support them through the
transition to Israel; volunteering at a home for abused children, spending one afternoon a week
with one child; volunteering at a kindergarten; taking a spoken Arabic class; and taking an Israeli
history class.
Why did you choose JTS?
I was excited about the combination of studying for my professional degree (MSW) at
Columbia and getting the opportunity, as an adult, to delve in a serious way into Jewish studies.
I attended Jewish day school as a child and felt like I still had a child’s understanding of Jewish
tradition and text. I also wanted to devote my professional life to working in and for the Jewish
community, and I felt like JTS would give me a great grounding to do this.
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Cheryl Cook
(continued)

What motivated your decision to take your new job at Avodah?

communities. We have an incredible funder community that stayed with
us through the transition to my leadership, and I am especially grateful.

I’ve watched Avodah from its founding by fellow JTS alumnus Rabbi
David Rosenn [RS ’97]. I think Avodah is one of the most creative and
important newer Jewish organizations out there.

How has your experience with JTS—educationally and as an alum—
influenced your career overall, both generally and specifically?

As we know from the Pew Study on Jewish Americans, a majority of
people say that working for justice and equality is essential to what
being Jewish means to them. Avodah is developing the next generation
of Jewish leaders for the Jewish and social justice community. Leaders
who will participate in the Jewish world with a depth of knowledge
and passion for making the world a better place. And leaders who will
participate in the social justice and antipoverty fields as an outgrowth
of their Jewish expression. I believe Avodah is meeting a deep need of
the Jewish community today and for the future. Which is obviously an
exciting place to be!

One of the joys of working in the Jewish community is grounding our
work in Jewish tradition, and I believe JTS gave me the skill set to do
that.
And how has your JTS experience influenced you in your position
at Avodah (or how do you think it might)?
There are serious possibilities for partnership to create an even stronger
grounding at Avodah for our Jewish teaching and to help JTS advance
its mission by strengthening the commitment to social justice work.
Rabbi Stephanie Ruskay [LC ’96, DS ’08, RS ’08] worked for Avodah
for the past eight years and just assumed the assistant dean position at
The Rabbinical School [where she directs its field education program]. I

About Avodah: How many people live together in any given house?
And at what stage of their education or career are the participants
when they apply, generally?

One of the joys of working in the Jewish
community is grounding our work in
Jewish tradition, and I believe JTS gave
me the skill set to do that.

Avodah currently runs four programs. We are best known for the
Avodah Service Corps, which I like to say is a domestic Peace
Corps, working to alleviate poverty in the United States. We have
75 participants who spend a year of full-time service doing front-line
antipoverty work, come home each night to a supportive Jewish
community of peers, and spend many evenings and weekends exploring
the causes and effects of urban poverty, the dynamics of the local
and national Jewish community, and skills training to support their
development as effective leaders—all done through the lens of Jewish
tradition.

look forward to finding ways to bring this partnership to life.
Did you have a favorite class or professor at JTS? If so, who, and
why?

Our Service Corps participants are 21–26 years old. Most come to us
with little to no full-time work experience. People live in a house with
10–16 other people.

It’s been 20 years since I graduated, so this is reaching back. I remember
taking a Talmud class with a visiting professor. He had us learn one
page of Talmud the entire semester. He had us memorize the page and
the Rashi and taught us that once you know the text in your head, you
can study it while on the train or walking in the park, without needing
the book in front of you. It really stuck with me, and I still remember
some of that page of Talmud. “Echad dinai mamanot v’echad dinei
nefeshot . . .”

What are your goals in your position at Avodah? And what
particular skills do you expect to draw on?
I’m learning about the needs of the Jewish community to see how
Avodah can best meet these needs. I’m excited by the focus of many
communities across the country on 20-somethings, on leadership
development. I want to understand how Avodah can make an even
greater impact—and I’m working with my board to think about our
strategies for growth. Many communities have reached out to ask about
how to bring Avodah to their community. And that is exciting.

Please tell me about one or two highlights of your time at JTS,
whether during your time as a student or your involvement as an
alum.
My greatest memories are Shabbat dinner or late-night conversations
with friends at the lounge in Goldsmith or in someone’s living room.

I’m meeting the many stakeholders of Avodah—our participants and
alumni are all over the country, often playing leadership roles in their
6
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Cheryl Cook
(continued)

I regularly bump into my friends and
classmates from JTS because they are now
community leaders and thought leaders
around the country. People like Rabbi David
Hoffman at JTS; Jen Rosenberg at UJAFederation; Rabbi Steve Rubinstein, who
works at a synagogue close to my parents
in Detroit. Rabbi Danny Nevins, who was at
JTS when I started, ended up in Detroit at my
parents’ synagogue, and married my sister and
brother-in-law before he came back to JTS
as dean [of The Rabbinical School and the
Division of Religious Leadership].
What are your goals as an actively involved
JTS alum?
One of the most amazing parts of the Jewish
community is the vibrancy of the community.
I’m interested in seeing JTS connect recent
graduates and alumni to the vibrancy of
Jewish organizations and encouraging people
to find a favorite Jewish organization to get
involved with. Avodah, Bend the Arc, Keshet,
Hazon, New Israel Fund are just a few of the
organizations doing really important work in
the Jewish community. There are many ways
to be part of the community, and I hope that
rabbis, educators, and other Jewish communal
workers coming out of JTS will take—and
continue to take—leadership roles, not just
professionally but personally.

I’m interested in seeing JTS
connect recent graduates and
alumni to the vibrancy of Jewish
organizations and encouraging
people to find a favorite Jewish
organization to get involved with.

Reception Draws Together
Alumni in Israel
Twenty-five to 30 JTS alumni living in Israel enjoyed a rare
get-together at JTS’s Schocken Institute for Jewish Research in
Jerusalem in January at the initiative of Cheryl Magen (LC ’78), a
senior experiential educator for The Davidson School.
Cheryl, who lives in Elkins Park, Pennsylvania, and commutes to
New York City a couple of days a week, was planning to visit the
recent Davidson graduates she mentors who live in Israel, then
decided she might be able to visit all the Davidson alumni in Israel.
Cheryl brought the idea to Director of Alumni Affairs Melissa
Friedman, and “she asked if I would instead set up a reception for
all JTS alumni. Happy to do it.” Melissa and Rabbi Matt Berkowitz,
JTS director of Israel Programs, made the arrangements for a
dinner reception, and Cheryl and Matt planned the program: an
update on JTS and a lecture in Hebrew by the Schocken Library’s
librarian about its history, displaying some of the collection’s rare
books.
Tali Frank Horwitz (GS ’89) received the invitation by mail and
attended. Tali, who also earned an MSW at Columbia while she
was at JTS, decided in 1994 to make aliyah and met her husband,
originally from Minnesota, in Israel. She is now director of special
projects for the business consulting and trade representation firm
Atid-EDI and manager, Israel International, for Centennial College
of Ontario, Canada. Tali recalls attending JTS as “a profoundly
positive experience,” but “I lost touch with friends from JTS when
I came to Israel,” she says, but she had a pleasant time at the
reception.

Tali Frank Horwitz
(GS ’89)

Cheryl Magen says connecting alumni in Israel will take some doing: “There are about 250
alums in Israel but we only had emails for about 150 and they are all over the country. It’s
hard to coordinate meeting places and times that would work for most . . . small regional
groups might be able to get together more easily. Individuals

could get together if there
were easy access to emails and phone numbers.”
If you’re in touch with JTS friends in Israel, encourage them to send their contact to
alumni@jtsa.edu.
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Three Alumni Join the JTS
Jewish Studies Advisory Board

The board has 17
members, who, besides
alumni, include lay leaders
and parents of JTS
students.

Grateful for the unparalleled quality of their student experiences at JTS and happy to help
recreate that for others, three alumni have become the newest members of JTS’s Jewish
Studies Advisory Board. Ilene Scholnick Ausubel, Eytan Hammerman, and Faya Hoffman joined
the board this past year. The board has 17 members, who, besides alumni, include lay leaders and
parents of JTS students.
ILENE SCHOLNICK AUSUBEL (GS ’02) is vice president for
development at the Educational Alliance, the 125-year-old agency
on the Lower East Side that provides services to 50,000 New Yorkers
each year. Through the Jewish Professional Leadership Program, the
dual-degree graduate program between JTS and Columbia University
School of Social Work, she earned an MA in Jewish Studies and an
MSW. “This program has impacted almost every aspect of my life,”
she says. “My closest friends are from this program. The people that
I reach out to when I need professional help or to network are from
this program.” It was on the program’s Israel trip that she decided to
become a fundraiser. “I got to see firsthand the collective impact of
communal giving—on programs and people. I learned that fundraising
is really about developing relationships and organizing programs
and discovered that if I could help get people involved and become
passionate about a cause, then asking for financial support would
naturally follow.” Fundraising is one of the things she expects to help
the advisory board with, but, she adds, “No matter how busy I am, I will
make time for prospective and current students, and for alumni of the
program.”

unusual for a college student to interact with levels of government, and
that could be of interest to students,” he says. Eytan’s wife, Rebecca
Hammerman (LC ’00), and his sister, mother, and father all attended
JTS.
FAYA GENE HOFFMAN (LC ’03, DS ’05) also has a family
connection—to the advisory board itself. Joining the board “is very
meaningful to me because my father [Marty Gene, an entrepreneur]
sat on the advisory board back when I was in school, and some of
those board members are still serving.” Faya majored in Talmud at
List College, thinking she might want a career in law, and in Dance at
Columbia. Instead of law, she worked in public relations, got a master’s
degree on the Jewish day school track at The Davidson School, and,
with her husband, former teacher and human resources director Brad
Hoffman, founded My Learning Springboard in 2009. The company
creates teams to support individuals and groups in a wide range of
learning approaches and test preparation across academic disciplines.
Faya had fallen out of touch with JTS for a while, but contact with
Dean Shuly Rubin Schwartz led to her hosting an alumni cocktail party
at her loft in Tribeca, which led to her joining the advisory board. “It’s
nice to be part of the community again,” she says.

EYTAN HAMMERMAN (LC ’99, RS ’10) serves as rabbi of the
Jewish Community Center of Harrison, New York. He recalls his
own JTS experience as “transformative,” the “best of both worlds”
in religious and secular education, and “a comfortable and warm
environment for fostering my already-strong Jewish identity.” He’s
particularly interested in helping JTS students and alumni develop their
careers. Eytan created his own major at List College—Israeli Society
and Culture—while earning a degree in Political Science at Columbia
University in the other half of the Joint Program. Last year he was a
guest chaplain to the US Congress and was invited with his family to
President Obama’s Hanukkah Reception at the White House. Such
activities enhance what he can offer through the advisory board: “It’s

According to JTS Director of Lay Leadership Joan Goodman, the
Jewish Studies Advisory Board initiated an annual scholarship for
either a List College or PhD student, raises funds for marketing of
the precollege JustCity Leadership Institute, and is discussing a social
action day for the coming year. It also conducts Visiting Day every
other year, during which its members attend JTS classes and discuss
issues with students and administrators. The board then and forms
recommendations to each school’s deans based on its findings.
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First-Time Louis Marshall
Dinner Afterparty Features
Matisyahu

Matisyahu

“I couldn’t pass on the opportunity to hear Matisyahu in such a
close and unique setting!” Lisa Kravitz Mamaysky (LC ’08) says of
the JTS After-Dark Afterparty to JTS’s biggest annual fundraiser,
the Louis Marshall Award Dinner.
At the Mandarin Oriental Hotel on Columbus Circle, what the
invitation described as the “intimate, unplugged concert” by the
Matisyahu, who raps on Orthodox Jewish themes in a reggae
style, began at 10:00 p.m. on January 15. It followed, but was
independent of, the Louis Marshall Dinner at the Mandarin
Oriental, which this year honored National Hockey League
Commissioner Gary B. Bettman. As a result, the Stanley Cup also
made an appearance at the afterparty, providing a lure for many
selfies. “People were jazzed about it,” says Doron Kenter (LC ’05),
who also attended the dinner.
Lisa Mamaysky is normally super busy with both a fulltime job in
the financial industry and spreading the word about Camp Zeke,
the Jewish summer camp she and her husband launched in 2014,
where healthy, active living (shmirat ha-guf) is practiced through
culinary arts, fitness and athletics, and whole foods. Along with the
opportunity to enjoy Matisyahu, Lisa says, she went on to connect
with friends from List College: “While I have a wonderful group
of close friends from school, it’s only events like this where I get to
catch up with people I don’t see regularly.”
Both the afterparty and a deeply discounted Louis Marshall
Dinner “Young Friend” price for people under 35 reflect the desire
to make involvement in JTS’s support more accessible to younger
alumni and friends of JTS. The dinner drew 270 guests and the
afterparty 125.

The Louis Marshall Dinner at the Mandarin Oriental honored National
Hockey League Commissioner Gary B. Bettman. As a result, the Stanley Cup
made an appearance at the afterparty, providing a lure for many selfies.

“I couldn’t pass on the opportunity
to hear Matisyahu in such a close
and unique setting!”
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News from the Schools
Deeper Israel Engagement
for Rabbinical Students

Jewish Ethics Program
Extended to Undergrads
Shuly Rubin Schwartz
Lehrman Research Associate Professor of
American Jewish History and Walter and
Sarah Schlesinger Dean of Graduate and
Undergraduate Studies

Rabbi Daniel Nevins
Pearl Resnick Dean of The Rabbinical
School and Dean of the Division of Religious
Leadership, JTS

Of the many exciting developments this year
in The Rabbinical School, perhaps the most
dramatic is our revised program in Israel.
JTS students generally spend their second
year of rabbinical school in Israel, with a
mixture of academic and experiential programs to help them get the
most from the year. Our headquarters is the JTS-owned Schocken
Library; our director of Israel programs, Rabbi Matt Berkowitz,
serves as coach and coordinator for our students. This year we
initiated a special Elul-Tishrei program designed to get our students
out of “Anglo” Jerusalem and into more extended and intensive
contact with Israelis. They lived and studied at Merkaz Tzipori in
the Jerusalem Forest, and then moved north to Kibbutz Hannaton.
JTS is expanding its partnership with Hannaton, which has entered
an exciting period of revitalization. In the fall semester, we created
a yeshiva-like program for our students at the Schocken Institute,
which then yielded to the more traditionally academic program with
our partners at the Schechter Institute this spring.

Last year I elatedly shared the approval by
New York State’s Department of Education
of our master of arts in Jewish Ethics,
the first program of its kind. List College
students have also evinced great interest in the program, and now I’m
delighted to report that we have received approval from New York
State to offer an undergraduate major in Jewish Ethics as well.
Developed under the leadership of Dr. Alan Mittleman and expertly
guided by Joint Program alumna Dr. Michal Raucher, the program
provides a rich lens through which to explore our tradition from
both theoretical and applied perspectives. We offer a wide array
of courses, such as Food Ethics, Ethics in Jewish Tradition and
Community, and When Market Meets Rabbi: Business Practices in
the 21st Century. Our first MA student enrolled this fall, and in a
few months we will welcome Assistant Professor of Jewish Thought
Yonatan Brafman, who will direct the program and offer additional
courses such as Judaism, Human Rights, and Social Justice. For
individuals interested in learning how our tradition approaches ethical
issues and the ways in which that can help us think about the myriad
ethical challenges we face daily at work, interpersonally, and as global
citizens, I can think of no better program through which to do so.

Our students are also exploring the country with support from a New
York UJA-Federation grant, volunteering in Masorti congregations,
and documenting their experience through a photo project with the
Jewish Lens. With their experience of Israel’s general elections this
past March and many historic developments throughout the year,
our JTS rabbinical students are well positioned to learn about and
engage with contemporary Israel, developing their personal and
professional relationship with the Land and its people.

On a more nostalgic note, many of you have read about our plans
to build a state-of-the-art residence hall to better meet the needs
of current and future students. As exciting as this prospect is, it also
evokes wistful recollections of the memorable, formative moments
that so many of us experienced in Mathilde Schecter Residence Hall.
Even as we move forward with the planning—with the involvement of
both current students and alumni—we’re planning to mark the end of
this era with an alumni gathering in this special space. Stay tuned for
details. We hope to see you there!
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News from the Schools
(continued)

Advancements at the H. L.
Miller Cantorial School

The Davidson School
Alumni: Powering the
Jewish Community’s
Educational Future

Nancy Abramson
Director, H. L. Miller Cantorial School and College
of Jewish Music

H. L. Miller Cantorial School launched the
John Leopold and Martha Dellheim Internship
Program and Concert Series this year. This
exciting initiative brought concerts of Western
cantorial music to JTS, Congregation B’nai
Torah in Boca Raton, Florida, and the greater
Chicago area Jewish community via the mentors, alumni, and students
of H. L. Miller Cantorial School. These performances were recorded,
thereby perpetuating the performance and transmission of Jewish
sacred music to future generations.

Bill Robinson
Dean of the William Davidson Graduate School
of Jewish Education

In 1996, through the largesse and wisdom of
esteemed businessman and philanthropist
William Davidson (z”l), a pluralistic school
of education was created at JTS to serve
the Jewish people in North America. The
William Davidson Graduate School of Jewish
Education offers both a master’s and a doctorate in Education, along
with professional development institutes that prepare our future
leadership: the Day School Leadership Training Institute (DSLTI), the
Jewish Early Childhood Education Leadership Institute (JECELI),
and the Jewish Experiential Leadership Institute (for JCCs and other
communal Jewish institutions). You—our alumni—now number close
to a thousand, leading Jewish institutions ranging from day schools
and congregations to camps and JCCs, along with federations,
national organizations, and entrepreneurial startups. It is not an
exaggeration to say that The Davidson School alumni power the
educational future of Jewish communities across the globe.

John Dellheim (z”l) was a Holocaust survivor who loved Jewish music
and endowed this ongoing initiative. The terms of the endowment
include an internship program that pairs students with mentors in
the field and expands the school’s opportunities to teach concert
planning, enhance repertoire coaching, and present professional
quality performances. The
program will continue in the
coming year with a return
engagement in Boca Raton,
a New York City recital,
and a spring 2016 concert
A John Leopold
and Martha Dellhe
in Detroit, Michigan. All
im Concert
Dellheim concerts are free
HARVEY L. MIL
and open to the public.
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This coming year, we will celebrate The Davidson School’s 20th
anniversary. We will release a series of videos in which your fellow
alumni will share their wisdom on leadership. We will also be offering
leadership development webinars designed specifically for you and
continue to provide lifelong support as you advance in your career.
And, most excitingly, we will host an alumni gathering for learning and
celebration in the spring of 2016. More information will be coming
your way soon. I hope to see you there.

honoring

Honorary Trustee,
JTS Board of Trust
ees
Namesake of the
H. L. Miller Cant
orial School
at the
68th Annual Cant
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vention
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News from the Schools
(continued)

The Davidson School Offers
Educators a Lifelong Journey
of Learning
Dr. Zachary Lasker
Director of Education Projects, Melton Research Center for
Jewish Education and The Davidson School

One of the most powerful attributes of our work at The Davidson School is the lasting
relationships we build with the educators in our network. There are opportunities for
growth—learning new skills and practices, asking new questions and exploring answers,
forming relationships with new colleagues—throughout one’s professional journey. As such,
we are pleased by the number of education leaders who take advantage of the multiple
learning opportunities at The Davidson School through its Field Programs and Professional
Development:
The pilot cohort of our ReFrame initiative for congregational educators included four sites in
which participating educators were JTS alumni: Jennifer Stern (DS ’11) and Sarah Brokman (DS
’13) at Park Avenue Synagogue in New York City; Alison Gutman (DS ’11) at Shaarey Tzedek in
Detroit; Daniel Silverman (DS ’11, GS ’11) at Beth Tzedec in Toronto; Rabbi Rebecca Rosenthal
(RS ’09, DS ’09), formerly of IKAR in Los Angeles; and Nancy Parkes (DS ’06) and Ilene Bloom
(DS ’12) at Temple Israel Center in White Plains, New York.
The Davidson School launched a new initiative to develop the
Jewish Day School Standards & Benchmark Project for the
teaching of rabbinic literature. The program includes leadership
teams from 15 day schools we previously worked with in the area
of TaNaKH. Some of the participating educators are also MA
graduates from The Davidson School.

Get the lastest
news from
The Davidson
School

Several educators who participate in our Standards & Benchmarks
Project go on to enroll in our Day School Leadership Training
Institute, such as Dan Finkel—previously Judaic Studies principal
at Ronald C. Wornick Jewish Day School in Foster City,
California, and now head of school at Gesher Jewish Day School
in Fairfax, Virginia.

The Davidson School convened a conference in June 2015 to explore “meaning” in Jewish
education. Several presenters completed degrees or professional learning programs at The
Davidson School, including Rabbi Rachel Nussbaum (RS ’04, GS ’04); Rabbi Mitch Malkus (GS
’91, RS ’99, DS ’01, DSLTI, and S&B); Alana Weinberg (JECELI); Rabbi Eve Rudin (ReFrame);
Rabbi Lauren Kurland (DS ’05, RS ’05); Gwynn Kessler (GS ’01); and Rabbi Elliot Cosgrove,
PhD (RS ’99).
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News from the Schools
(continued)

JTS Names Its Graduate School
for Gershon Kekst, Former Board
Chairman
JTS has announced that its Graduate School will be named The Gershon Kekst Graduate School in
honor of its longtime leader, advisor, and supporter, Gershon Kekst.
“I am truly delighted that The Graduate School at JTS—site and source of the teaching and scholarship that power
Jewish commitment, innovation, and community for many tens of thousands of Jews in North America and beyond—
will henceforth bear the name The Gershon Kekst Graduate School,” said Professor Arnold M. Eisen, chancellor of
JTS. “Gershon is one of the most extraordinary human beings that many of us have been privileged to know. He cares
about the Jewish people, about Conservative Judaism, and about JTS far more than words can say. Naming The
Graduate School in his honor is our way of expressing gratitude for who he is and what he has meant to JTS and the
Jewish community.”
Mr. Kekst is founder and president of Kekst and Company Inc., a corporate
and financial communications firm serving publicly traded and private
enterprises worldwide. He has been a member of the JTS Board of Trustees
since 1989, serving as board chair from 1991 to 2009, and is currently chair
emeritus. During his tenure as board chair, he was instrumental in shaping the
direction of JTS and ensuring the high quality of education and training of
its students. His 18 year tenure is the longest continuous service in that role
since Louis Marshall, the foremost Jewish communal leader of the early 20th
century.

“Gershon is one of the most
extraordinary human beings
that many of us have been
privileged to know.”

Mr. Kekst oversaw the strengthening of The Graduate School’s intellectual focus, distinguishing it as the academic anchor
for all JTS schools. Further, its rigorous training in Jewish Studies was publicly recognized by the National Resource
Council, which ranked it one of the top ten doctoral programs of religion in the United States. Mr. Kekst guided JTS
through such critical undertakings as the construction of Kripke Tower, the establishment of the William Davidson
Graduate School of Jewish Education—the largest graduate program of its kind in North America—and the selection and
appointment of Professor Arnold M. Eisen as chancellor.
“We are so fortunate that Gershon Kekst has agreed to honor The Graduate School by gracing it with his name, and
I feel deeply privileged to be dean of the school at the time JTS is doing so,” said Dr. Shuly Rubin Schwartz, Irving
Lehrman Research Associate Professor of American Jewish History and Walter and Sarah Schlesinger Dean of Graduate
and Undergraduate Studies. “Students of The Gershon Kekst Graduate School will be inspired by Gershon’s love of
scholarship—and of the faculty and students engaged in it—his boundless commitment to the Jewish people, his personal
modesty and loyalty, and his unstinting generosity. As alumni, they will honor him in turn by spreading those values to
future generations through the institutions that they serve.”
The Gershon Kekst Graduate School provides the most extensive Jewish studies graduate program in North America,
offering course work in nine areas of specialization, including Jewish Ethics, Jewish Professional Leadership, and Bible.
Students gain a sophisticated foundation in Jewish studies while pursuing advanced training in a specific concentration.
The Gershon Kekst Graduate School has raised the level of excellence for Jewish Studies programs nationwide. Its
renowned faculty—representing unparalleled depth and breadth in Jewish study—author award-winning publications that
set the standard for Jewish scholarship.
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News from the Schools
(continued)

Happenings at
the Milstein Center for
Interreligious Dialogue

Burton L. Visotzky,
Appleman Professor of
Midrash and Interreligious
Studies

Benjamin Gampel,
Eli and Dina Field Family
Chair in Jewish History

On June 29, 2015, the Milstein Center for Interreligious Dialogue sponsored a daylong academic
colloquium titled “Jewish-Muslim Polemics in the Middle Ages and Beyond.” The program
was cosponsored with the prestigious School of Historical Studies of the Institute for
Advanced Study (IAS) in Princeton, New Jersey. The IAS was home to luminaries
including Geniza historian SD Goitein and physicist Albert Einstein. Our partner
Topics for the
for the June 29 colloquium was IAS Professor Sabine Schmidtke, a leading
colloquium covered a wide range
scholar of Islamic intellectual history. The idea for this colloquium originated with
Professor Yasin Meral of the University of Ankara, Turkey, the 2014–15 visiting
that included Shiism, Karaism,
scholar at JTS—the first Muslim to hold that position at JTS.
Seven papers were presented in the course of the day, covering medieval and
later thinkers from both the Jewish and Muslim traditions. Topics covered a wide
range that included Shiism, Karaism, the Sabbatean Crisis, and Islamic polemicists
such as Ibn Tamiyya and Samaw’al al-Maghribi. The assembled scholars networked,
welcomed graduate students to the colloquium, and exchanged footnotes.

the Sabbatean Crisis, and Islamic

polemicists such as Ibn Tamiyya and

Gathered around the table were scholars from Israel, Germany, even Columbus, Ohio. In
addition to Professor Yasin Meral, JTS was also represented by Milstein Center Director
Burton L. Visotzky, Appleman Professor of Midrash and Interreligious Studies, and by Professor
Benjamin Gampel, the Eli and Dina Field Family Chair in Jewish History.
The co-conveners of the event were Professors Visotzky, Schmidtke, and Meral.
A volume of the papers from the conference is
expected to be published.
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Five Recent Grads Exemplify
JTS’s Five Schools
These new alumni represent both the excellence of JTS’s student body and the power of a JTS education.

THE RABBINICAL SCHOOL

Modern Jewish Studies in Literature and History. He maintained three
different cantorial internships while at JTS—in Brooklyn, Connecticut,
and Portland, Maine, traveling to the one in Portland at least twice
a month. Jeff’s commitment to the Portland Jewish community also
includes his creation and development of the Portland Jewish Music
Jam, attended by people of all religions and musical abilities.

Roni Tabick: A Transatlantic Force
Thousands of miles from New York City, a tiny shul that meets in
someone’s basement in North London began reaping the benefits Roni
Tabick’s scholarship and spiritual gifts even before he was ordained in
May. While studying at JTS, Roni flew across the Atlantic monthly,
thanks to the support of the Gladstein Fellowship and the financial
contributions of the members of the community, which lacked a
formally trained leader. Now he has moved to London to formally
become the shul’s spiritual leader.

In addition to having a gorgeous voice, Jeff plays guitar and mandolin.
His enthusiasm when he performs is unavoidably contagious; you just
have to join in. (You can actually do so by visiting www.cantorjeff.com.)
Jeff is impassioned by the notion of harnessing the power and eternity
of Old World melodies to create a more contemporary cantorial
repertoire. He integrates Yiddish culture, Klezmer music, and what he
calls an “egalitarian Jewish world” to create a unique, innovative, and
participatory service, imbued with soulful and soul-elevating music.

Roni grew up in a Reform family in England, where there are very few
Jews—only about 280,000 in the entire country, and only 2 percent
of whom identify as Masorti (Conservative), the community in which
Roni intends to work. Roni ventured to Israel when he was 18, where
he fortuitously landed at the Conservative Yeshiva in Jerusalem, in a
class taught by Rabbi Joel Roth, a JTS faculty member and graduate.
Roni then completed his master’s degree in Maths and Philosophy at
Oxford, spent two years teaching religion and philosophy at a secular
school in Manchester, then returned to Conservative Yeshiva and
decided to become a rabbi. While at The Rabbinical School of JTS, he
received vital mentorship from the rabbi at Conservative Synagogue
Adath Israel of Riverdale, New York. That was in addition to his
Transatlantic assignment. The little shul in North London had only 30
regulars on a Shabbat morning when Roni started his internship. It has
nearly doubled in size over his tenure.

THE DAVIDSON SCHOOL

Lauren Schuchart: Achieving an
Employment Coup
Lauren hails from Reading, Pennsylvania, a city whose Jewish
community is small. After majoring in Public Relations at Pennsylvania
State University, she worked at the campus Hillel for three years.
There she discovered her love of working with students and helping
to integrate Jewish learning into the various programs offered.
Lauren then studied at the Pardes Institute of Jewish Studies, where
her interests flourished. She knew she wanted to pursue a career in
Jewish education, and she knew that experiential education—strongly
emphasized at The Davidson School—is the way of the future. JTS was
the only institution she applied to, and while here, she was a Jim Joseph
scholar and a Wexner Graduate Fellow.

H. L. MILLER CANTORIAL SCHOOL

Jeff Warschauer: Cantorial Training
for a Klezmer Musician

Lauren took part in a key career workshop offered by JTS this past
winter. During her spring semester; she met regularly with her mentors
to further foster her development. She feels additionally supported
by her JTS cohort: “Each school year at Davidson starts with a retreat.
Twelve of us work closely together and develop incredibly strong
bonds. I feel so close to my peers and so totally supported by them
and supportive of them. I know we will help each other along as we

Jeff Warschauer came to JTS with celebrity status in the world of
klezmer music. A graduate of the New England Conservatory of
Music, he is on the faculty of Columbia University, is a founding artistic
director and senior artistic advisor of the KlezKanada Institute for
Yiddish/Jewish Culture, and has received numerous awards in music,
language, and community service. Jeff graduated this spring with a
cantorial degree and continues to work toward a second master’s in
15
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Five Recent Grads
(continued)

“When my students arrive for their first class, I
congratulate them for taking the first step to learn
about a culture so foreign to them. It is indeed
brave and necessary.”

progress.” Months before graduating, she was offered the associate
director position at University of California Berkeley Hillel, which boasts
a membership of nearly 3,000 students. This is an incredible coup for
a first-year graduate. At Berkeley Hillel, Lauren aims to infuse learning
into events such as Shabbat dinner. According to Lauren, “That’s where
experiential teaching comes in. We can get to the ‘why’ behind the
ritual.”

GERSHON KEKST GRADUATE SCHOOL

Markus Krah: A German Catholic
Teaching Jewish Studies to Non-Jews

LIST COLLEGE

Benjamin Bromberg Gaber: A Jewish
Studies and Architecture Major

Growing up Catholic in Germany, Markus had little to no exposure to
Jewish culture. While training to be a journalist, however, he spent a
year at American University in Washington DC and had an internship
at the Jewish Daily Forward. The internship fascinated Markus, and in
the US, everything about Judaism was so accessible, openly discussed,
and visible; it was eye-opening for him. He returned to Munich to
complete his master’s and wrote his thesis on how American Jews in
the 1980s related to Israel. Upon graduation, he pursued his career as a
journalist in Berlin and set his Jewish studies aside for a bit.

Majoring in Architecture and Midrash in the Columbia University and
List College Joint Program, Ben spent the past four years taking five to
seven classes every semester, along with the grueling commitment that
studio time occupies in an architecture student’s life. From Margate,
New Jersey, Ben is a second-generation JTS graduate. His parents
met on the first day of their own education in the Joint Program. After
List, Ben’s father, Rabbi Aaron Gaber (LC ’91, RS ’96), went on to The
Rabbinical School of JTS; his mom, Sharon Bromberg (LC ’91, GS
’92), earned a master’s degree in Jewish Education from The Graduate
School. As a young teenager, Ben didn’t see himself following in their
footsteps at all. But a semester during high school in Israel and an
open mind during his visit to Columbia’s architecture school made him
reconsider.

But the calling remained, so he applied to JTS for a PhD in Jewish
Studies. Studying at JTS allowed Markus not only to enrich his knowl
edge through course work, but also to proactively absorb Jewish culture
by engaging in all forms of social interactions and rituals. He went “shul
shopping,” as he says, attending services in various shuls and minyanim
in New York City to experience the breadth and depth of ritual and
spirituality. He also attended as many life cycle events and celebrations
as he could. He speaks with emotion and gratitude about being
admitted into the Jewish world at JTS: “I felt as if I was welcomed with
open arms as part of the community.”

Ben sees space as a means of facilitating community gathering and
understands how architecture can influence people’s interactions.
Having a place in both the real and academic spaces of the Joint
Program multiplied his learning, Ben says: “During one of my first
semesters here, at Columbia I was taking the required Art Humanities
course, which considers different modes and developments in artistic
expression, in addition to the social, economic, and political impact
of different artistic movements. At the same time, at JTS I was taking
a course on Modern Jewish History. There was one week where we
studied the Renaissance in both classes, so I had the opportunity to
consider the impact of modern ideas and scientific thought on both art
and Judaism at the same time. It was a fascinating and thrilling week.”
Accepted to several of the nation’s top graduate architecture programs,
Ben has chosen Harvard’s. Whether or not his career includes designing
Jewish facilities, he says, “Having the skills to be able to open the
Talmud and study is a tool I will always use.”

Teaching Jewish history at Potsdam University, Markus tells his mostly
non-Jewish students that “Jewish culture is a treasure.” Most of the
students have not been exposed to Jewish life in Germany, mostly
because of the Holocaust. “As a German, each and every day I feel
the weight and responsibility of history,” Markus says. “Now I feel I am
doing something positive by teaching German students Jewish history.
When my students arrive for their first class, I congratulate them for
taking the first step to learn about a culture so foreign to them. It is
indeed brave and necessary.”
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List College Alumni
Gather for 10th-Year
Reunion
Doron Kenter (LC ’05) is in regular contact with 5 to 10 List College
classmates, he says, and he communicates semiregularly with
another dozen or so. But he wanted to reconnect with more of his 42
classmates, so he approached JTS Director of Alumni Affairs, Melissa
Friedman.
“I explained the biggest obstacle to class reunions was not having
alumni buy-in,” Melissa says, but in Doron’s hands, it wasn’t.
“Combining his initiative with his still-strong relationships with his
classmates made planning and RSVPs easy,” Melissa adds. Classmate
Aimee Brookhart got involved and created the invitations. And at JTS
on May 31, more than two-thirds of the Class of 2005—some bringing
their spouses and young children—attended their 10th-year reunion.
JTS Chancellor Arnold Eisen, List College Dean Shuly Rubin Schwartz,
and Melissa Friedman also attended.
Doron says he chose JTS for college because the Joint Program
is “unlike any other program in the world.” Now an associate in the
Business Finance and Restructuring Department of the global law firm
Weil, Gotshal & Manges, Doron majored in Talmud and Rabbinics at
List and still values that education: “JTS has reinforced my commitment
to looking at Judaism and Jewish text with a critical eye and with
academic honesty and integrity, coupled with a passionate devotion to
the Jewish tradition.” He is a member of JTS’s Jewish Studies Advisory
Board, and he has deep family
roots at JTS: his father, Barry
Kenter (RS ’80, GS ’14) recently
received his DHL in Medieval
Jewish Studies; his brother Eytan is
a fellow List grad (LC ’03, DS ’06,
RS ’09), and his mother, Judith
Dickstein Kenter, has been active
with Women’s League Institute for
more than 10 years.
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Family and JTS: A Graduation Memory
at the Half-Century Mark
Dr. Rela Mintz Geffen (Seminary College ’65) was president of Baltimore
Hebrew University from 2000 to 2007. She was previously a professor
of sociology and, for five years, dean for academic affairs at Gratz
College, where she is now professor emeritus. Dr. Geffen most recent
book is Conservative Judaism: Dilemmas and Challenges, which she
coauthored. She has a Bachelor of Religious Education in Talmud from
JTS, BS in Sociology from Columbia, a master’s degree in Religion from
Columbia, and a PhD in Sociology from the University of Florida. It’s been
50 years since Rela graduated from JTS, and the loyal presence of her
distinguished grandfather at that ceremony is a cherished memory.

He worked very hard for the rabbinical school of Yeshiva University. But
it was JTS that invited him to give the benediction at Commencement,
not YU, where another beloved grandson, Stanley Raskas, was also
graduating that month. And thus began the family disagreement. There
were eight children, and they were pretty equally divided between what
we would today call modern Orthodox and Conservative. Two of his
four sons were Conservative rabbis, a fact often brought to his notice
by reporters for the Yiddish papers when he visited New York. His
response to those who said he shouldn’t speak publicly at JTS was “My
grandchildren have studied Torah, of course I will go.”

In 1965 it was already the custom at JTS that alumni relatives of
graduates were asked to give the invocation and benediction. So in
1965, Dr. Louis Finkelstein asked my father, Rabbi Joel S. Geffen, to
give the benediction. My cousin M. David Geffen was graduating from
The Rabbinical School and I from the Joint Program. My father told
me that he said to Rabbi Finkelstein, “Why don’t you ask my father?”
My grandfather, then 95, had been Rabbi Finkelstein’s father’s hevruta
at Slabodka.

Many who were there that day said he was the best thing about
the graduation. He sat in an armchair on the bimah of Park Avenue
Synagogue, wearing his kippah and Prince Albert top hat, as the
faculty and students marched in. He gave the benediction in beautiful
Hebrew after removing his glasses and putting his beautiful cane across
the front of the Torah reading table (given to him in 1910 by the
congregation he left in Canton, Ohio, when he, my grandmother, and
the children moved to Atlanta). It was a wonderful moment!

In Kovno, Lithuania, the great Rabbi Yitzhak Elhanan had been the
sandak at his brit milah, and he had had the honor of driving Yitzhak
Elhanan in a horse and carriage to officiate at the wedding of his older
sister. He came, with my grandmother, to the United States in 1903 and
settled in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1910, where he died in 1970. He was a
member of the Agudas HaRabbonim and Mizrachi (he was a Zionist,
and six of his 18 grandchildren made aliyah).

The long-term consequences included the fact that, five years later
when he died, the Agudas HaRabbonim, which he had supported all
his life, refused to send representatives to his funeral in Atlanta. I’m sure
that he wouldn’t have cared. Much more important to him was that his
grandson David and granddaughter Rela had studied Torah.
Rabbi Joel S. Geffen, Rabbi Tuvia Geffen, Rabbi
Louis Finkelstein, Rela Mintz Geffen, and Rabbi
M. David Geffen at JTS Commencement, 1965.
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Mark Your Calendar for
Fall 2015 Events
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 30, 2015
8:00 P.M.

List College Annual Alumni Sukkah Dinner at JTS

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2015
NOON-3:00 P.M.

MSRH Farewell, including MSRH Auction at MSRH

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2015
11:00 A.M.

Alumni Reception followed by JTS Day of Learning at
the Perelman Jewish Day School
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2015

Inspiring the Next Generation
of JTS Students
There is no better resource for future JTS students than you: our committed
alumni. You know the JTS story and you are proud to tell it. The JTS Office
of Admissions recognizes the important role that you have in recruiting
and referring students. As we enter the fall 2016 admissions season, we are
turning to you for help in three areas:
DIRECT PERSONAL REFERRALS. Consider your children, family,

friends, neighbors, synagogue members, and colleagues, and encourage
them to contemplate what JTS could do for their next educational steps.
Reflect on potential students who may have recently been recognized for
various achievements, such as leadership, service, or academics. As the
Admissions Office receives referrals, prospective students receive regular
communications from us, as well as invitations to visit and tour the campus,
sit in on a class, and meet with distinguished faculty. Please include the
student’s name and contact information (plus a parent’s email for List College
referrals), and school of interest.

Alumni Reception at USCJ Convention
Schaumburg, Illinois

RABBI REFERRALS. Please connect with your rabbi to see if he or she has

SAVE THE DATE: DECEMBER 2015

TOP PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS. Please send us additional

Alumni Chanukah Celebration: JTS-Reshet RamahSchechter-USY Alumni Celebrate Chanukah

MONDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2015
Alumni Reception at the AJS conference
Boston, Massachusetts

any prospective referrals.

affiliations you may have within the Jewish day / community school network,
the university world, or local youth groups so that we may call upon you if we
need to make connections during travel or when planning our prospective
student events on campus.
When you have collected this information, we ask that you notify Admissions
by emailing admissions@jtsa.edu.

Alumni Information

The Jewish Theological Seminary
Diane and Howard Wohl Office of
Alumni Affairs
Melissa Friedman, Director

Recently moved? Keep JTS informed so that you
are invited to local happenings. Update your current
contact information and stay connected.
News to share? Use the alumni contact form to share
your news via the Comments section, then read alumni
news in the next newsletter.

Melissa Friedman,
Director of Alumni Affairs

Are you published? Help JTS build an online repository of alumni publications.
Email alumni@jtsa.edu, and include the following: your full name, school and
class year, book title, link to purchase the book, and JPEG image of the cover.
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